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ID-based ring signcryption takes advantage of ring signature and ID-based
signcryption to realize anonymous authentication and encryption. But in traditional
ID-based ring signcryption schemes, the group of signaturehas just some singular
users, without considering the users
 in group can be groups of different sizes.
This paper presents an ID-based anonymous signcryption scheme to solve
this problem using the bilinear pairings and prove its security in the random ora-
cle model. The proposed scheme satisfies message confidentiality, unforgeability,
signcrypter identity’s ambiguity, public authenticity and self-verifiability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the researching background and then shows t e main
work of the paper.
Chapter 2 gives the preliminaries which is related basic knowledge and security-
verifiablity theoretical basis.
Chapter 3 gives a formal model of ID-based anonymous signcryption scheme
for general access structure and its security notions.
Chapter 4 decribes the proposed scheme: an ID-based anonymous signcryp-
tion scheme with self-verifiability for general access structure, proves its security
and then shows its procedures and application in anonymous E-prosecution system.
Chapter 5 draws the conclusion.
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2.1 h'8K+k 2.1.1T G1_} gm\F1℄CBq_ q, G2_ Kq qF1℄CB_e G1  G2 9ImB^8W8q/.68Sg|N6[^mvb e : G1 ×G1→ G2 :
(1)6S P,Q ∈ G1, a, b ∈ Z∗q,,  e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab;
(2)RR-6|% P,Q ∈ G1, w e(P,Q) , 1G2, ^ 1G2 <} G2 B^h
(3)'U-683  P,Q ∈ G1,|% "-CU- e(P,Q)6vb e 'dI ^WS7^ Tate8= Weil 80( [21] 0k>g%uK_2d9$qw6+k 2.1.28W8q (Discrete Logarithm Problem,V_ DL q)p+^mm\ g, * q, dM b ∈ Z∗q, 4wg gx = b(modq) ?P x,
0 ≤ x ≤ q − 28W8q.J_8 qF1BIy.J_U-.+k 2.1.3U- Diffie-Hellmanq (Computational Diffie-Hellman Prob-











\k#Nos \fU%sC{#sI 5+k 2.1.556Diffie-Hellmanq (Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
Problem,V_ DBDH q) e G1 , G2 _*q q ImF1B e : G1 ×







(4)bI h4w H(x) = h x%U-^C'49^6[Z_6Z H(x)_ Hash [24−26]
(5)bI x5 y , xw H(y) = H(x)%U-^C'4P
Hashg|9^6[Z_T Hash
(6)5gHhImCKR xy ,w H(y) = H(x)%U-^C'4P Hashg|9^6[,Z_* Hash $ImGfpgM HashukeP Hash8CKR'RmKg,Za k6
HashgXyw%}Rmq4Imn } Hash
























































3.1 %-A1Y>N02xM%Pqu^BhWÆ}%uK-C~\M<e9<Ky Malene-Lee[5] +kBhW%uK<e9$ek<O %s6B*ukw?C'6T6%s6B*{w?C'(6Æ}%uKiMg|9Im<6[KU3;g|%u7Æ}6+k 3.1Pqu (Access Structure)[31] _e {P1, P2, · · · , Pn} <}^mgBKA ⊆ 2{P1,P2,··· ,Pn},8 ∀B,C ∈ 2{P1,P2,··· ,Pn},P B ∈ A  B ⊆ Cq 
C ∈ A ,,ZKA )̂ mPqu ()Pqu) {P1, P2, · · · , Pn}^mR)rK ()K)A ,O A ⊆ 2{P1,P2,··· ,Pn} \∅^m%Pqu^BhWÆ}%uK}&mGT~\
—Mey--C (Setup):$m\^, PKGIRM<N k04^me\6-C S etup(),ggu s}N paramsa_<}_ S etup(k)→ (s, params),PKG)u s,} params ;
—$m\-C (Extract):PKGIRMgu s,}N params^my+hW IDu 04^me\6-C Extract(),Extract(),g
ay+hW8s$ Du a_<}_ Extract(params, s,IDu)→ Du %9<sqey+ ahW.{_ IDa, 8s}$T>_ Qa Da =y+ bhW.{_ IDb,8s}$T>_ Qb  Db;
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